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A Legacy Minute
Sanford Institution for Savings Steps Up Big!
Last summer, SIS gave the Legacy Foundation a big boost
in its efforts to raise money for the campaign with a pledge
of over $130,000 to the new high school. Their gift and
in-kind donation involved the Athletic Stadium scoreboard,
the naming rights to the Main Competition Gym, and a
commitment to support the new financial literacy program.
SIS has been a critical partner in Legacy’s efforts.

Blaine Boudreau SIS CEO, “SIS Bank has been pleased to have the opportunity to partner with
the Sanford Schools Legacy Foundation to support this very important project. This new,
state-of-the-art facility will serve the on-going educational needs of the Sanford community
and the surrounding region today and well into the future.”
Allen Lampert, Legacy President “SIS was an early and enthusiastic benefactor of the Legacy
Foundation; both with capital and in-kind support. We appreciate all they have done to help
make Legacy the success it has become.”

Pratt Whitney
Sponsors the
Precision
Manufacturing
Lab at SRTC
Pratt Whitney was one of the first regional companies Legacy
approached to secure corporate support. Legacy members met
with Pratt’s senior management team over a year ago to talk
about how Pratt Whitney might support the campaign. Pratt
was one of the first companies to make a commitment and
secured the naming rights to one of the labs at the Sanford
Regional Technical Center. The Precision Manufacturing Lab
carries their name to recognize their generous gift.
Allen Lampert, “Pratt Whitney was an important
regional corporation to help us. They provided us the
means to upgrade our Precision Manufacturing Lab
and we are grateful for their support.”

Gina Sawtelle
Every new venture needs early support.
When Legacy first started its campaign,
one organization that stepped up to help
was Above and Beyond Catering. Gina
Sawtelle, owner of Above and Beyond
provided Legacy with a venue to kick off
the campaign. By providing Legacy with
the use of the Town Club for its opening
social event, Legacy was able to generate
considerable community excitement and
enthusiasm for the campaign. It was this
type of ‘in-kind” donation that helped
propel Legacy in its capital campaign.
Gina Sawtelle, “When the Sanford Legacy
Foundation approached me to support their
efforts, I could think of no better way than
offering our venue to them to kick off their
campaign. Above And Beyond was, and will
continue to be, a proud supporter of the
Legacy Foundation campaign.”

